
Discover the new world of language learning. Berlitz Live Online unites the advantages of an 
online language course with the efficiency of traditional face-to-face instruction. Flexible, 
hands-on, and of course taught by our experienced team of Berlitz instructors using the 
one-of-a-kind Berlitz Method®. This all adds up to rapid progress in learning a new language! 

The choice is yours: Learn a language through live instruction in the Berlitz Online Classroom, 
or try Berlitz Flex, a level-based self-study program that includes coaching sessions. On the 
following pages you’ll find all the information you need about our innovative new programs 
as well the MyBerlitz Student Portal.

Berlitz Live Online
Learn a language – anytime, anywhere

Are you ready for a new online learning experience?

State-of-the-art  
Modern technology, innovative features,  
and extremely user friendly.

Qualified      
Taught only by experienced, native-speaker 
instructors.

Interactive
Live conversations, direct exchange  
of information, and instructor feedback.

Flexible  
A variety of formats to suit every need.

Results-oriented
Goal-oriented program structure  
based on language levels.

Anywhere and everywhere
Online language instruction –  
wherever you happen to be.

www.berlitz.de/en

http://www.berlitz.de/en


Welcome to the Berlitz Online Classroom! Make progress in learning a language without 
being tied to a specific location. Whether in intensive private lessons or a small group, 
you will be deeply immersed in the foreign language from the very first session. We have 
taken our popular Berlitz Virtual Classroom to the next level, adding numerous new 
features for active conversation and rapid learning progress. Come and explore!

100% live – 100% success

Berlitz Online Classroom

Benefits

 • Live online language lessons taught by  
native-speaker instructors

 • The same high quality as classic Berlitz  
face-to-face instruction

 • Level-based courses for all proficiency levels
 • Communication in line with the Berlitz Method®:  
active, practice-oriented, and exclusively in the  
target language

 • Numerous interactive features such as virtual  
whiteboards, breakout rooms, quizzes, and lesson  
recording

 • Learning path with practice-oriented lessons and 
language skills that can be applied immediately 

 • Easy organization, preparation, and follow-up on  
the new MyBerlitz Student Portal

Available training formats

Individual instruction –  
intensive and customized 
 • Content tailored to your needs
 • You speak for a large part of the lesson
 • Flexible scheduling
 • Rapid progress
 • In more than 40 languages

Group instruction –  
flexible and attractively priced
 • Small groups with lots of time to speak 
 • Motivating group dynamics 
 • Open groups (more than 10 languages)
 • Corporate groups  
(more than 40 languages)

 • Attractive rates



Collaborative notes 

Notes on the lesson can be written in real time and 
downloaded at the end of the session for review. 

Interactive tools  

Multiple interactive tools such as live quizzes, digital 
whiteboards, live chat, videos, and audio files make  
for a holistic and varied learning experience. 

Breakout rooms

In the breakout rooms, participants are divided into 
small groups so they can focus on applying the  
language in role-playing activities.

Berlitz Online Classroom: Selected features

Go to video

https://youtu.be/k-Q-A5aCPCA


MyBerlitz is a one-stop online student portal where you can organize your language- 
learning experience 24/7. From course planning and lesson participation to communication 
with instructors, our new portal offers maximum convenience and transparency. On top of 
this, we offer technical support and many other services that take language learning to a 
new level.

 • Direct login to your booked online courses 
 • Personal learning path with access to the digital 
training materials and supplementary documents 
and exercises

 • Download function for all materials to allow offline 
practice as needed

 • Personal calendar with an overview of all course  
dates and options for booking or rescheduling

 • Send messages or files to the Berlitz instructor team
 • Detailed tracking of your progress 
 • Access to all lesson recordings

The dashboard – your MyBerlitz start page

One portal – everything 
at your fingertips

MyBerlitz

Benefits



MyBerlitz scheduling

Book or reschedule appointments for your live  
online sessions, at the click of a mouse and  
around the clock.

MyBerlitz learning path

Where are you currently and which units do you  
still need to complete? This is where you will find  
an overview and can log in directly to the class.

MyBerlitz dashboard  

After logging in to our Student Portal, on your  
personal start page you’ll find an overview of all  
essential functions for organizing your training.  

MyBerlitz: Selected features



Berlitz Flex offers you maximum freedom and flexibility. With our new online self-study 
program, you are not tied to a specific location and can learn at your own pace. Our instructors 
provide you with targeted support in live coaching sessions that follow the Berlitz Method®. 
The result is genuine blended learning with a well-defined learning path and lessons that 
build on one another. Achieve real progress from one language level to the next!

 • Effective combination of 70% self-study and  
30% live coaching sessions

 • Learn completely online at your own pace, wherever 
you are

 • Organized, level-based structure with the same 
content and materials as classroom instruction

 • Innovative speech recognition lets you practice  
the pronunciation of entire sentences, not just  
individual words

 • All content is coordinated and integrated
 • Short lessons in intercultural skills
 • For Berlitz English levels 1 to 8 (CEFR A1 to B2.1)
 • Organization and booking of live coaching sessions 
on the MyBerlitz Student Portal 

 • Highlight: Even after completing your learning path, 
you can book live coaching sessions as often as you 
like until your license expires

36 self-study 
lessons

36 self-study  
review lessons

4 self-study  
culture lessons

4 self-study 
checkpoints

20 Live Online  
coaching sessions

Online self-study
+ live coaching 

Berlitz Flex

Benefits Program components



Personal learning path

For methodical and structured learning, the individual 
self-study lessons, live coaching sessions, review 
lessons, checkpoints, and culture lessons can be 
worked through in the specified sequence.

Modern speech recognition

One of the true highlights of Berlitz Flex is the automatic 
speech recognition. Practice your active speaking and 
pronunciation whenever you like – using full sentences, 
not just individual vocabulary words.

Live coaching sessions

The 1:1 live coaching sessions with a Berlitz instructor 
last 25 minutes each. In these sessions, you receive 
direct feedback and assistance for optimal learning 
progress. 

Berlitz Flex: Selected features

Go to video

https://youtu.be/Gj-J91LS_N8


Organization on the 
MyBerlitz Student Portal

Berlitz Online 
Classroom

100 %

Live instruction in our 
Online Classroom 

70 %

30 %

Online lessons  
for self-study

Live coaching 
sessions 

Berlitz  
Flex

The choice is yours

A quick comparison of our Berlitz Live Online programs.

Berlitz Online Classroom Berlitz Flex

Program structure Live Online language course taught  
by instructors 

Online course for self-study with live 
coaching sessions

Languages Depending on the version you book, 
available in more than 40 languages 

English  
(Spanish and German in development)

Training formats  
and schedules 

Individual instruction = flexible  
booking; group courses = fixed  
schedule 

Self-directed lessons = around the 
clock; coaching sessions = flexible 
booking

Organization  MyBerlitz Student Portal

Are you looking for even more focus on self-study language learning with supplementary live elements?  
Our portfolio of digital language-training formats is perfectly complemented by Berlitz Connect.

Berlitz Live Online at a glance



With Berlitz Connect, you learn your preferred language entirely according to your  
expectations. You have around-the-clock access to our online platform, where you can 
practice independently at your own pace and following your own interests. Depending 
on the option you book, online group conversation courses or live coaching sessions 
with an instructor are included.

 • Online language audit including a language  
placement test, a needs analysis, and a selection  
of professional fields

 • Personalized instruction with an individual learning 
path and 800 training modules

 • Numerous micro-learning sessions 
 • Interactive exercises, pronunciation trainer,  
speed memorization tool, and gaming area

 • Free participation in instructor-led online group  
conversation courses

 • Optional 30-minute one-on-one phone/Skype  
coaching sessions with Berlitz instructors

 • For English (levels A1 to C1) as well as German, 
French, and Spanish (levels A1 to B1)

Well-structured and easy to navigate: 
My Program, My Resources, My Progress

Online self-study 
with extras

Berlitz Connect

Benefits

Go to video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT5p9wpFnd4


Topic-based e-lessons

The centerpiece of Berlitz Connect, e-lessons are  
part of your personal learning path. A training module 
consists of several different activities and takes about 
30 minutes to complete. 

Contact us now for more information: 

Berlitz Connect: Multiple options
Choose the right type of training from our three Connect programs. 

Connect programs Classic Plus Premium

Target language English, German,  
French, Spanish

My Program: Individual learning path with e-lessons that build on one another

My Resources: Additional learning activities and support tools

My Progress: Detailed mapping of your personal learning progress 

Flash Lesson: Daily email with three short exercises 

SOS Teachers: Written assistance from our instructors within two working days

Gaming Area: Collect points and awards for learning progress

Live Support: Live chat with Berlitz instructors should language problems arise

Community Room: Chat function to converse and learn with other participants 

Live Classroom: 30-minute group conversation courses several times daily 

Live one-on-one coaching: 30-minute phone/Skype individual coaching sessions


	Kontakt: Your contact: Philippe SalomonPhone: +352 - 26 38 32 48email: philippe.salomon@berlitz.lu


